
 Images
in

Curved 
Mirrors



Types of Mirrors
Converging Mirror Diverging Mirror

A mirror shaped like part of  A mirror shaped like part of
the surface of a sphere in
which the inner surface is

reflective

the surface of a sphere in
which the outer surface is

reflective

ConvexConcave



Picture a silvered sphere with a slice
taken out of it.

The inside of the
sphere is called a
concave or a
converging
mirror.

The outside part of
the sphere is called
a convex or
diverging mirror. 



Mirror Terminology
C = Centre of Curvature

The centre of the sphere whose
surface has been used to make
a mirror

Principal Axis:  The line going through the 
centre
of curvature and the centre of the mirror



Converge V = Vertex
Meet at a common point The point where the principal

axis meets the mirror
Focus

The point at which light rays parallel to the principal axis
converge when they are reflected off a concave mirror

Principal Axis



Images in curved mirrors
can look very different
from the original objects.

They can appear to be
smaller, larger, wider,
thinner, upright, or upside
down.

Makeup Mirror

Examples 
ofconcave Mirrors



The shape of the mirror determines what
happens to the light rays that are reflected
by it.

Converging mirrors
can be small - purse
sized makeup mirror

Converging mirrors can be
large- mirrors in telescopes
used to study the Universe



A device that uses a
converging mirror to
focus sunlight so that it
heats and cooks food.

Solar 
Cookers



General Rules for Drawing Ray
Diagrams
:

You need to draw AT LEAST twoincident rays from the
top of the object to determine the image.

The image is located where the REFLECTED rays
intersect!

They might intersect IN FRONT OR BEHIND the mirror
If they do not intersect in front of the mirror,

continue the rays behind the mirror.

Anything in front of the mirror: solid lines
Anything behind the mirror: dotted lines



How to Locate an Image in 
aConverging (Concave) Mirror

You can use the imaging rules for a concave mirror to find the
characteristics of images at a variety of object locations

Rules for Images in a Concave (Converging) Mirror:

1. A light ray parallel to the principal axis reflects through F
2. A light ray through F will reflect parallel to the principal axis.

(This is the opposite of Rule 1 and is called the “reversibility
of light.”)

3. A light ray through C reflects back onto itself
4. A light ray aimed at V will follow the law of reflection



In 
summary…



If the object is behind the
centre of curvature...

Inverted

Real image: an image that can be seen on a
screen as a result of light rays actually arriving at
the image location



What does Real Image 
mean?

If you place a luminous source at a distance greater
than C, you can locate an image of this source by
moving a paper screen back and forth in front of the
mirror.

The image is smaller, inverted, and somewhat
between C and F.

In this case, light is arriving at the image location

Any image that can be formed on a screen is a
REAL IMAGE because light rays are actually
arriving at the image.



If the object is at the
centre of 
curvature...

Inverted



If the object is between the
centre of curvature & the 
focus...

Inverted



No image is formed when the object is at F
because the reflected rays are parallel

If the object is between the focus (F) and
the mirror, the image will be:
S: Larger
A: Upright
L: Behind the mirror
T: Virtual



Five Case Scenarios for Concave Mirrors
Summary

Position Size Attitude Location Type
Beyond C

smaller inverted
between C

and F real

At C same size inverted at C real
Between C and

F larger inverted beyond C real

At F No Clear Image

Inside F Larger Upright Behind
Mirror Virtual



Remember... Diverging (Convex) 
Mirror

Diverging (Convex) Mirror:
A mirror shaped like the
outside of a sphere

The edges curve away from
you



Diverging Mirrors

Have a wide field of view
(the mirror reflects light
rays from a wide area)

Store owners use these
mirrors (Security mirrors)
so they could see a wide
area of the store.

Helps prevent theft



Side View Mirrors
Side view mirrors let drivers
see an image of objects
behind the car.

Drawback: images of other
vehicles are small and make
the driver think that the cars
behind them are further away
than they really are. “Objects in mirror

are closer than they
appear”



Diverging Mirrors

A diverging mirror has a
vertex(V), a focus (F), and a
centre of curvature (C) but
they are in different places.



How to Locate an Image in a
Converging (Concave) Mirror
The rules are similar to those for a concave mirror EXCEPT F and C
now behind the mirror. F is now called a virtual

, are
focus.

The light rays seem to come from an apparent light source behind the
mirror.

Rules for images in a Convex (Diverging) Mirror:
1. A ray parallel to the principal axis reflects as if it had come through F.
2. A ray aimed at F reflects parallel to the principal axis.
3. A ray aimed at C reflects back onto itself.
4. A light ray aimed at V will follow the law of reflection.



You can see that the rays
always DIVERGE.



Images in Diverging
Mirrors

Once reflected rays from a diverging mirror enter the
observer’s eye, the brain interprets the location of the
image as being behind the mirror.



Images in a diverging
mirror will always be the

same...
Characteristic Description

Size smaller

Attitude upright

Location
behind the

mirror

Type virtual


